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Introduction

For March I planned to:

- Continue my focus on researching and writing my qualifying paper.
- Attend IUB HSC monthly meeting, March 24, 2005.
- Attend colloquia as time allowed.
- Continue as teaching assistant with I 101.

These goals were met through the following:

Activities (alphabetically by area)

Colloquium Attendance

- A Poynter Center Lecture on the Ethics and Politics of Childhood - A Philosophy of Childhood. Presented by Gareth B. Matthews, University of Massachusetts Amherst, Gareth B. Matthews, Department of Philosophy, University of Massachusetts Amherst, March 7, 2005.

Community Service

- Attended monthly IUB HSC meeting, March 24, 2005.

Research
- Continued literature review for quals paper.

Teaching

- Continued as teaching assistant with INFO-I 101 Intro to Informatics at IUPUI. Syllabus: http://www.cs.iupui.edu/~mroberts/infoI101/

Workshop

- Future Faculty Teaching Fellows Mid-Year Workshop, March 11, 2005.

Plans for next month

- Continue my focus on researching and writing my qualifying paper.
- Attend IUB HSC monthly meeting, April 21, 2005.
- Attend colloquia as time allowed.
- Continue as teaching assistant with I 101.